
Virtual Night to Shine 2021!
While this year looked different, it was nevertheless a fun time. The virtual Night to Shine prom was enjoyed on TV,
hosted by Tim Tebow and his wife, and featured many celebrity guest appearances. The 40 minute live-stream began
like every other year - with a walk down the red carpet to the party. To help make the event feel festive, residents
recreated the food menu from last year which included chicken sliders, veggie/fruit trays, cookies and popcorn bags. A
fun twist on the event was when the residents decided to dance and sing-along in their pajamas! The virtual night was
not traditional, but smiling faces still danced the night away!

Our activities might have looked a bit different this past year, but we

still managed to enjoy some awesome events that kept our spirits

lifted. Some of the highlights included rocking out to “Guardians of

the Galaxy” at Brevard Music Center on a 30-foot outdoor screen,

and celebrating Halloween with an awesome Harry Potter-themed

outdoor gathering with crafts and scary treats. Most recently, we

were able to celebrate the Night to Shine prom!

The Tim Tebow foundation is committed to
celebrating people with special needs. Night to
Shine is a prom night experience that centers
around God's love. This year was the 17th
anniversary of Night to Shine and while the
event was a little different, the message of love
and honor has stayed the same.

Fun can't be cancelled

COVID-19 can't cancel our fun
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Compiled by Lynn Brewer, Residential Coordinator
Learn more about Night to Shine at 

https://www.timtebowfoundation.org/ministries/night-to-shine
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